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Motivation 
•  Extensions to the Standard Model 

•  New heavy force carriers “X” – can be either scalar or vector (spin-1 
or spin-0) 

•  Significant branching ratios to SM vector bosons 

•  The decay mode X → Vγ; V can be either W or Z 

•  In particular, hadronic decay of W/Z 
•  Run II – higher center-of-mass energy collisions and more 

integrated luminosity  
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My Role 
•  Investigate 1 TeV scalar “X” decaying into Z(jj)γ

•  Z boson decays into two quarks.  

•  Run Monte Carlo simulation 
•  p p → X → Z(jj)γ

•  Run parton showering – various jet clustering algorithms 
•  Plot results: investigate signal characteristics and boosted 

boson jet performance. 
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Monte Carlo 
Simulation Parton Showering Plot Histograms 



Jets 
•  Quarks from Z boson are hadronized and detected as jets.  
•  Investigated multiple jet clustering algorithms: Antikt10, Camkt12, and 

Antikt4. 

•  Antikt10 & Camkt12: 
•  Larger jet radius parameter (ΔR ~ 1.0). 
•  Fat jet: encompasses both quarks from the Z boson. 

•  Antikt4: 
•  Smaller jet radius parameter (ΔR = 0.4). 
•  Resolved jets: a jet from each quark from the Z boson. 

•  Merged regime: 1 fat jet which encompasses both quarks 
•  Resolved regime: 2 narrow jets one from each quark  
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Jet Separation  
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•  For a 1 TeV resonance the Z boson has high transverse momentum.  
•  ΔR(qq) ∼ 2mBoson/pT 

•  Quarks are close together.  



True Jets: Anti-kt10 & Cam-kt12  
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•  Plot of the “true” jet: the jet closest to quarks coming from Z boson.   
•  Anti-kt10 & Cam-kt12 both result in fat jets.  



True Jets: Anti-kt4 
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•  Expect resolved jets 
•  Plot of the single jet 

mass for the two “true” 
jets.  

•  In ~20% of the events 
the single jet already 
picks up the Z mass like 
a fat jet.  



Jet Selection 
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•  Two problems:  
•  Anti-kt4 jets: resolved versus 

merged regime  
•  Multiple jets: How do we choose 

the correct one? 
•  True jets provide a basis of 

comparison  



Jet Selection: True Jets (Anti-kt4) 
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•  Resolved jets have two jets close together (red on left plot). 
•  Fat jet is more isolated (blue on left plot). 
•  Resolved jets (blue on right plot): individual jet mass for each resolved jet 



Jet Selection: Matching Efficiency  
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•  See if jets from selection method are the true jets. 
•  Matching Efficiency = (Correctly matched jets)/(All jets) 

•  Problem 1: resolved versus merged regime 
•  The first jet is selected as the leading transverse momentum jet 
•  The second jet is selected as the jet with highest transverse momentum with ΔR < 1.0 

from the first jet 

Jet Algorithm  Resolved   Merged 
Anti-kt4 91%  84% 

•  Problem 2: Multiple jets 
•  Leading transverse momentum jets 
•  Expect jet to be back to back with photon 

Jet Algorithm  Leading pt Max |Δφ| 
Anti-kt10 90%  83% 
Cam-kt12 91%  84% 



X Mass Reconstruction 
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•  Merged Jets: X mass from vector sum of jet and photon 
•  Resolved anti-kt4 jets: X mass from vector sum of two jets and photon 
•  Resolved and fat jets (anti-kt4) plotted separately on left, combined on right.  
 



Summary 
•  Preliminary study into search for new massive 

force carriers in Z(jj)γ final states. 
•  Make efficient use of fat jets due to boosted Z 

boson.  
•  Can additionally make use of resolved jets, at a 

mass of 1TeV. 
•  This is just the beginning! 
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